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Abstract

Monitoring and predicting crowd movements in indoor environments
are of great importance in crowd management to prevent crushing and
trampling. Existing works mostly focused on individual trajectory fore-
casting in a less crowded scene, or crowd counting and density estimation.
Only a very few works predict the crowd density distribution. How-
ever, this study is failing to realize multi-step prediction or exploiting
only density heatmaps modality ignores the information complementa-
tion with corresponding video frames. Therefore, we are motivated to
predict crowd density distribution in multiple time steps to facilitate
long-term prediction. In this paper, a Multi-Step Crowd Density Predic-
tor (MSCDP) to fuse video frame sequences and corresponding density
heatmaps, is proposed to accurately forecast the future crowd density
heatmaps. To capture long-term periodic movement features, the long-
term optical flow context memory (LOFCM) module is designed to store
learnable patterns. We conducted extensive experiments on two real-
world datasets. Evaluation results show that our MSCDP outperforms
the state-of-the-art baseline techniques and MSCDP variants in terms
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of various prediction errors, demonstrating the effectiveness of MSCDP
and each of its key components in multi-step crowd density prediction.

Keywords: indoor environment, crowd density distribution, multi-step
prediction, video frames, density heatmaps, optical flow

1 Introduction

Monitoring and predicting crowds movements in indoor environments such as
subway or railway stations [1–3], airport terminals [4] and shopping malls [5]
is of great importance in crowd management to prevent crushing and tram-
pling [6], and also help with interior design [7, 8]. With the help of surveillance
cameras, how the crowd distributed in an indoor environment can be eas-
ily estimated in real-time with techniques of crowd counting [9–15] or crowd
density estimation [14]. However, this only helps with monitoring the current
situation, accurately predicting crowd density in the future will be more useful
to take early action to avoid overcrowding [16–21].

Although there have been works on predicting individual trajectory in a less
crowd scene [22–26], these methods can hardly be applied to predict the dense
crowd due to the difficulty in tracking individuals in a dense crowd. Only a few
works predict the crowd density distribution. Niu et. al [18] proposed a crowd
density prediction framework. To have a long-term prediction, they sampled
frames with equal long-term time intervals, failing to generalize to a longer
time interval (e.g., 5 minutes) prediction. The other work PDFN-ST [19] fore-
casts future crowdedness using 3D convolutions to learn local crowd density
dynamics only with historical density heatmaps, failing to include the detailed
pedestrian motions from video frames that may also help predict crowd move-
ments. Therefore, we are motivated to predict crowd density distribution in
multiple time steps to facilitate long-term prediction. Specifically, we focus on
an indoor environment with dense crowds in which individuals are hard to
track. This is challenging three-fold: 1) Surveillance crowd videos usually have
crowded pedestrian objects that are small, without clear appearance and pos-
ture, and occluded with each other. The crowd is also in dynamic and arbitrary
shape without a clear boundary. It is difficult to mathematically model crowd
motions like individual motion [27, 28]. 2) Crowd movements are usually highly
dynamic with randomness in both spatial and temporal dimensions. Pedestri-
ans in an indoor environment don’t have lanes to walk along, the trajectories
can be arbitrary and goals are quite diverse compared to those walking on
the streets. 3) The multiple-step prediction problem itself is challenging, as
the prediction error could accumulate when predicting step by step. Given the
high dynamic and arbitrary crowd movement, it is even more difficult to have
an accurate prediction in the multiple future time step.

In this paper, we propose a Multi-Step Crowd Density Predictor (MSCDP)
to predict crowd density distribution (i.e., density heatmap) in multiple time
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steps to facilitate long-term prediction. Instead of directly modeling crowd
movements themselves, we leverage the density estimation techniques [14, 29–
32] to capture historical crowd spatial and temporal distribution dynamics.
We also utilize optical flow between subsequent video frames as well as that
between density maps to capture local temporal dynamics. Although crowd
movement could be dynamic with some randomness, we still observed some
movement patterns appears periodically, i.e., a similar bundle of trajectories
start in close locations to similar directions (see Fig. 1). These patterns can
be quite common in railway stations where passengers periodically get off
the train and walk to exits, and shopping malls where customers periodically
get off the elevator and walk directly to popular shops. This motivates us to
utilize such long-term patterns to help with density prediction. Particularly,
we leverage a long-term motion context memory technique [33] to capture the
long-term crowd movement patterns and adapt the memory alignment learning
network [33] to improve prediction accuracy for detailed density heatmap.
Different from the original network input, we apply the network to the input of
original video frames and their corresponding density heatmaps, and propose
attention-based feature fusion. We also propose to use optical flow, instead of
frame difference, to represent motion dynamics in our MSCDP network. In
summary, our contributions are

• Proposed a Multi-Step Crowd Density Predictor (MSCDP) that fuses
motion features from both historical video frames and corresponding den-
sity heatmaps with gating and spatial attention techniques to predict crowd
density heatmaps in future multiple time steps.

• Adapted the optical flow based long-term context memory learning to cap-
ture both long-term and short-term optical flow dynamics for both video
frames and crowd density heatmaps.

• Evaluation on two real-world datasets shows that our MSCDP outperforms
the state-of-the-art techniques and MSCDP variants in terms of predic-
tion errors, demonstrating the effectiveness of MSCDP and each of its key
components in predicting future crowd density heatmaps.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related
work. Section 3 formally defines multi-step prediction problems and proposes
our MSCDP model and its critical components. We present evaluation in
Section 4 and conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 Related Work

We discuss related works including video frame prediction, crowd counting and
density estimation, and trajectory prediction in this section.

2.1 Video frame prediction

The task of video frame prediction is to use historical video sequences to
predict upcoming video frames at the pixel level. Deep learning-based video
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Fig. 1 Pedestrian trajectories from time T to T +2.4s, where T is the 0, 20, · · · , 80 seconds
of the video in GC dataset [34]. Each trajectory is plotted by dots from small light orange to
big dark red, indicating its movement direction. We can observe similar movement patterns
appear periodically, i.e., similar bundles of trajectories (in green boxes) of a different group
of pedestrians appear every 20 seconds in the video.

prediction methods have achieved some satisfactory results. It is first studied
to predict future frames [35] based on RNNs. This kind of model [36] merely
focuses on exploring the temporal dependency but ignores the spatial features
of videos, and also the temporal receptive field of the predictive model is nar-
row. To solve the problem of ignoring the spatial features, some works [37–39]
add spatial information processing modules. To solve the problem of the tem-
poral receptive field, some works [40], [33] capture reliable inter-frame motion
information by broadening the temporal receptive field. These kinds of video
prediction tasks are usually a scene with a single target and simple background.
Our approach is similar but different from such technologies. Since our task
is to predict crowd density distribution in the future, we consider inputting
frame sequences and corresponding crowd density maps to realize multi-step
crowd density prediction. There are two kinds of data modalities to feed into
the net in our task, so we also have to think about data fusion.

2.2 Trajectory prediction

Trajectory prediction is to predict a pedestrian’s next location from a
sequence of historical locations detected from videos. Social-LSTM [22] and
social-GAN [24] proposed by Feifei Li’s team are typical representatives of
solving trajectory prediction tasks, which are different from Social Force
Model [27] with artificially designed social interaction features. Unlike these
studies, [22, 24], future trajectories are influenced not only by other pedestri-
ans in the environment but also by the physical environment or their goals.
Amir [41] proposed a trajectory prediction network named Sophie that consid-
ers the interaction of various agents and constraints of physical scenes at the
same time. By learning BicycleGAN [42], Kosaraju [43] proposes a potential
spatial encoder that can be used to explain the generation of multimodal agent
trajectories. Y-net [44] models the epistemic un-certainty through multimodal-
ity in long-term goals and the aleatoric un-certainty through multimodality
in waypoint & paths to predict trajectories with prediction horizons up to a
minute. However, all these works assume that accurate pedestrian trajectories
are given. This is not always a realistic assumption when one wants to forecast
the behaviors of a dense crowd or tracking every pedestrian is computation-
ally expensive and redundant for some particular applications. For example,
some applications only need to know where and when crowd congestion occurs,
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so that unsafe events caused by high crowd density can be avoided. Without
any exact position or identity information of the individuals, resolving crowd
density prediction is of great significance.

2.3 Crowd counting and density estimation

Crowd counting and density estimation have been studied to help with safety
monitoring and crowd management. Detection-based counting methods deploy
a detector to traverse the image, which localizes and counts the targets along
the way [45, 46]. These methods are surpassed by the regression-based alterna-
tives, as the detection performance is affected in the presence of overcrowded
scenes. Nevertheless, regression-based methods [47, 48] forfeit localization
capability such that they cannot perceive crowd distributions. Crowd counting
methods based on density estimation are therefore developed by conducting
pixel-wise regressions [14, 29–32]. The characteristic of this research is that
the input is the current video frame, and its output is the crowd counting
and density map estimation at the current moment. Our work is to predict
crowd density distribution in future time steps. We need density maps of the
corresponding video frames as our input sequences by these methods. Crowd
density prediction can be viewed as a downstream task in this study area.

2.4 Crowd density prediction

There are only a few works on predicting crowd density in the future. Niu
et al. [18] formulated a novel yet challenging crowd distribution prediction
problem. To benefit long-term prediction, the provided frames of the crowd
video are sampled over an equal interval. To utilize frame and density map
sequences, they proposed a global-residual two-stream network for predict-
ing only one-step crowd density. However, to achieve long-term prediction, by
sampling video frames and corresponding density maps, critical information in
the temporal dimension is lost. PDFN-ST [19] is a network to forecast future
crowdedness by utilizing historical density maps without using the correspond-
ing video frames, thereby losing detailed pedestrian motion information that
also helps to improve prediction accuracy. In contrast, our MSCDP utilizes
and fuses both video frames and estimated density heatmaps to predict crowd
density in future multiple-time steps. It adapts the long-term context memory
learning [33] to capture the long-term movement patterns of crowds to improve
multi-step prediction accuracy.

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Definition

Given a sequence of crowd video frames from a surveillance camera, the goal is
to forecast crowd density in the next few time steps. To help with accurate pre-
diction, we consider both original video frames as well as their corresponding
density heatmap as input to facilitate output density heatmap in the future.
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Density Heatmap. We estimate the crowd density of a video frame
using the state-of-the-art crowd counting technique C3F [32], then render the
estimated densities into RGB maps as the input of density heatmaps.

Problem Definition. Let dt be a crowd density heatmap extracted from
the t-th camera video frame it of size (H,W ), it ∈ R

3×H×W and dt ∈ R
3×H×W

are both saved in RGB format. We denote inputs sequences of length Tin as
frame sequences Iin = [it−Tin+1, ..., it] ∈ R

Tin×3×H×W and density heatmap
sequences Din = [dt−Tin+1, ..., dt] ∈ R

Tin×3×H×W , and denote output density

heatmap sequences of length Tout as D̂out = [d̂t+1, ..., d̂t+Tout
] ∈ R

Tout×3×H×W ,
we can formulate the problem as:

D̂out = F(Iin, Din) (1)

Table 1 Variables and explanations

Variables Explanations

MSCDP Multi-Step Crowd Density Predictor

Iin Short-term video frame sequences, the length is Tin

Din Short-term Density heatmap sequences, the length is Tin

D̂out Density heatmaps of MSCDP prediction, the length is Tout

Dout Ground truth of density heatmaps

Tin Input step size of raw frames in test phase

Tout Output step size of density heatmaps

HF Spatiotemporal features extracted from the frame sequences

HD Spatiotemporal features extracted from the density heatmap sequences

FF m motion feature from frame branch memory units

FD m motion feature from density heatmap branch memory units

F̃F m Refined motion feature from frame branch memory units

F̃D m Refined motion feature from density heatmap branch memory units

FDF Gating feature

F̃fusion Fusion feature

LOFCM Long-term optical flow context memory

I
long
N

Long-term frame sequences, the length is N

D
long
N

Long-term density heatmap sequences, the length is N

V F LOFC Optical flow feature from long-term frame optical flow sequences

V D LOFC Optical flow feature from long-term density heatmap optical flow sequences

MF The optical flow memory unit matrix for the frame branch

MD The optical flow memory unit matrix for the density heatmap branch

V F SOFC Optical flow feature from short-term frame optical flow sequences

V D SOFC Optical flow feature from short-term density heatmap optical flow sequences
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Fig. 2 Overall framework of MSCDP network for crowd density prediction at inference
phase. The frame sequence and density heatmap sequence both have long-term optical flow
context memory respectively. F-ST-Encoder and D-ST-Encoder have the same structure to
extract spatial-temporal features. Optical flow matching encoder and optical flow encoder
(training phase) have the same structure for matching and storing learnable dynamic optical
flow motion patterns respectively. C-Att and S-Att are adopted to refine features. Gating is
utilized to merge features. The dotted line shows the process that is only available during
training in LOFCM.

3.2 Overview of Network Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of the proposed MSCDP architecture at
the inference phase. The frame and density heatmap sequence respectively
is represented as Fra-seq and Den-seq. By respectively utilizing optical flow
methods [49] to obtain optical flow sequence denoted as FraFlow-seq and
DenFlow-seq. Fra-seq(FraFlow-seq) and Den-seq(DenFlow-seq) respectively go
through two paths. One is for capturing spatial-temporal features HF or HD,
and the other is for matching the LOPCM module to obtain optical flow con-
text motion feature FF m or FD m. Then optical flow context motion feature
FF m or FD m and spatial-temporal features HF or HD are concatenated,
and pass through C-Att to make channel-wise attention respectively to obtain
refined optical flow motion feature F̃F m and F̃D m. And then Gating unit is
applied to merge feature vector F̃F m and F̃D m to obtain gating feature FDF .
Subsequently, spatial-temporal features HF , HD and gating feature FDF are
concatenated and fed to a spatial attention module S-Att to obtain refined
fusion feature F̃fusion. At last the refined feature F̃fusion is fed to a density
spatial-temporal decoder to generate future time steps density heatmaps. The
variables and representations in the paper and their explanation are shown in
Table 1.
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3.3 Spatial-temporal Encoder

Our framework MSCDP first encodes spatial-temporal features from both
video frames and the corresponding density heatmaps with two 3D convolution
networks [50] as encoders, named F-ST-Encoder and D-ST-Encoder, respec-
tively. Specifically, we adapt the well-known spatial-temporal 3D convolution
network C3D [50]. C3D is well-suited for spatial-temporal feature learning,
it convolves and pools in both the 2D spatial dimension and the temporal
dimension at the same time to capture spatial-temporal features of crowd
movements.

We adapt C3D into 6 convolution layers and 5 pooling layers for both F-
ST-Encoder and D-ST-Encoder. The number of filters for 6 convolution layers
from 1 to 6 are 64, 128, 256, 256, 512, 512,respectively. We also refer to 3D
convolution and pooling kernel size d×k×k, where d is kernel temporal depth
and k is kernel spatial size. All of these convolution layers are applied with
appropriate padding (both spatial and temporal) and stride = 1. The first 4
pooling layers are max pooling with kernel size 2×2×2 except for the first layer
with kernel size 1×2×2, the first pooling layer has kernel size 1×2×2 with the
intention of not to merge the temporal signal too early. The last pooling layer
is adaptive average pooling to obtain spatial-temporal features. We denote
F-ST-Encoder and D-ST-Encoder as EF ST and ED ST . The following Table
2 describes specific network settings. The input frame sequences and density
heatmap sequences go through the F-ST-Encoder and D-ST-Encoder to obtain
the spatial-temporal features, which can be formulated as

HF = EF ST (Iin) (2)

HD = ED ST (Din) (3)

3.4 Long-term Optical Flow Context Memory

As crowd movement in an indoor environment has shown long-term and
periodical patterns (Fig. 1), we adopt long-term context memory alignment
leaning [33] to capture and utilize such periodical patterns to help with den-
sity prediction. The long-term context memory [33] was proposed to predict
video frames by storing long-term motion patterns, such as walking and run-
ning, in a video into memory, and matching short-term motions, such as the
movement of a pedestrian’s leg to its long-term memory to identify its motion
context. Both long-term and short-term motions, however, were encoded from
frame difference, which may be unable to capture movement directions of small
individual objects in crowd videos. Therefore we propose to use optical flow
to represent motion dynamics for both long-term context memory and short-
term memory alignments. Specifically, we propose Long-term Optical Flow
Context Memory (LOFCM) module with the input of optical flow extracted
from both video frames and their corresponding density heatmaps. We also
train LOFCM with two phases: 1) Storing Phase to store long-term optical
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Table 2 F-ST-Encoder/D-ST-Encoder module settings

Layer No. Styles Filters Kernel size Stride

1 3D-Convs 64 3× 3× 3 1× 1× 1

2 Relu /

3 Pooling / 1× 2× 2 1× 2× 2

4 3D-Convs 128 3× 3× 3 1× 1× 1

5 Relu /

6 Pooling / 2× 2× 2 2× 2× 2

7 3D-Convs 256 3× 3× 3 1× 1× 1

8 Relu /

9 3D-Convs 256 3× 3× 3 1× 1× 1

10 Relu /

11 Pooling / 2× 2× 2 2× 2× 2

12 3D-Convs 512 3× 3× 3 1× 1× 1

13 Relu /

14 3D-Convs 512 3× 3× 3 1× 1× 1

15 Relu /

16 Pooling / 2× 2× 2 2× 2× 2

17 AdaptiveAvgPool3d

Fig. 3 The calculation process of Long-term Optical Flow Context Memory (LOFCM).
FF m and FD m are optical flows from video frames and density heatmaps, respectively.
In storing phase, the module takes a long sequence of optical flows from video frames or
density heatmaps, and memorizes the patterns into matrix MF or MD; In the matching
phase, a corresponding short-term optical flow sequence is used to match the memory matrix.
The training process of the network consists of both storing and matching phases, but the
matching phase is only used for outputting prediction results in testing.

flow context patterns into a memory matrix and 2) Matching Phase to match
short-term optical flow to the long-term memory. Fig. 3 demonstrates a more
detailed computation flow.

3.4.1 Storing Phase

At the storing phase, we offer two long-term sequences I longN and Dlong
N with

length N from the training data. After obtaining the optical flow sequences
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from consecutive frames or density heatmaps, the optical flow context fea-
ture of the long-term sequence is captured by an optical flow context encoder.
We utilize a typical feature extractor, C3D[50] with 3D-Convs for EF LOFC

and ED LOFC . The long-term optical flow context feature V F LOFC =
{vF LOFC

l }w×h
l=1

∈ R
w×h×c and V D LOFC = {vD LOFC

l }w×h
l=1

∈ R
w×h×c are

divided into local vectors to exploit decomposed dynamics. The local vector
vF LOFC
l ∈ R

c and vD LOFC
l ∈ R

c are used as a memory query individu-

ally. Calculate optical flow sequences from frames I longN and density heatmaps

Dlong
N denote as fflow(·). The optical flow context features from two long-term

sequences can be denoted as

V F LOFC = EF LOFC(fflow(I
long
N )) (4)

V D LOFC = ED LOFC(fflow(D
long
N )) (5)

Frame and density heatmap sequences both have LOPCM. The parame-
ters of frame branch memory, MF = {mfra

i }si=1 ∈ R
s×c with s slot size and c

channels. The memory vector mfra
i ∈ R

c denotes a item of MF . The parame-
ters of density heatmap branch memory, MD = {mden

i }si=1 ∈ R
s×c with s slot

size and c channels. The memory vector mden
i ∈ R

c denotes a item of MD.
The optical flow sequences are fed into optical flow context encoder

EF LOFC and ED LOFC , to obtain query vF LOFC
l and query vD LOFC

l , the

weights of the frame branch memory slots denoted by aFl = {afral i }
s
i=1 ∈ R

s,
the weights of the density heatmap branch memory slots denoted by aDl =
{adenl i }

s
i=1 ∈ R

s. Memory mechanism can be formulated as

afral i =
exp(d(vF LOFC

l ,mfra
i ))

∑s

j=1
exp(d(vF LOFC

l ,mfra
j ))

(6)

adenl i =
exp(d(vD LOFC

l ,mden
i ))

∑s

j=1
exp(d(vD LOFC

l ,mden
j ))

(7)

where d(·, ·) indicates cosine similarity function and exp(·)/
∑

exp(·)
denotes softmax function. The memory cell outputs optical flow context motion
feature ffra

l ∈ R
c(l = 1, 2, ..., w × h) and fden

l ∈ R
c(l = 1, 2, ..., w × h)for each

location l as follows

ffra
l =

s
∑

i=1

afral i mfra
i (8)

fden
l =

s
∑

i=1

adenl i mden
i (9)

Finally, optical flow motion features can be denoted as

FF m = {ffra
l }w×h

l=1
∈ R

w×h×c (10)

FD m = {fden
l }w×h

l=1
∈ R

w×h×c (11)
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where FF m and FD m are concatenated with spatial-temporal features HF

and HD from frame sequences encoder and density heatmap sequences encoder
individually to proceed next processing.

During training of storing phase, the parameters of optical flow memory
units are updated through backpropagation. Long-term optical flow context
motion patterns can be stored in the memory by training the networks from
long-term input sequences (both frame sequences and density map sequences).

3.4.2 Matching Phase

At the matching phase, the network receives two short-term sequence Iin and
Din with length Tin (long-term length N , short-term length Tin, prediction
length Tout, The relationship between them is N ≥ Tin + Tout ). The informa-
tion in the optical flow memory is to be matched by two short-term optical
context features. The short-term optical flow sequences are fed into optical flow
matching encoder EM F SOFC and EM D SOFC to obtain optical flow motion
features. EM F SOFC , EM D SOFC , EF LOFC and ED LOFC have the same
C3D[50] structure, but do not share parameters with each other. The memory
mechanism procedures are the same as the storing phase (Eq.4, Eq.5, Eq.6 and
Eq.7). Calculate optical flow sequences from frames Iin and density heatmaps
Din denote as fflow(·). The optical flow feature from two short sequences can
be denoted as

V F SOFC = EM F SOFC(fflow(Iin)) (12)

V D SOFC = EM D SOFC(fflow(Din)) (13)

Unlike the storing phase, the parameters of optical flow memory are not
updated. Except for the optical flow memory, other parameters of the whole
network are updated. During the testing, only short-term sequences (both
frames and density heatmaps) Iin and Din are fed into network MSCDP.

3.5 Adaptive Feature Fusion

3.5.1 Channel-wise Attention

Channel-wise Attention named C-Att, is designed to refine optical flow motion
features FF m and FD m. Since spatial-temporal features HF and HD contain
the dynamic information from the past to the present of the input sequences,
we adopt HF and HD from the frame and density heatmap sequences respec-
tively, to refine optical flow motion features for embedding the required
dynamic information.

The left of Fig. 4 demonstrates a more detailed computation flow. The yel-
low block represents the spatial-temporal feature from the frame or density
heatmap sequences, the green block represents the optical flow motion feature
from the frame or density heatmap sequences. F̃F m and F̃D m are denoted
refined optical flow motion feature. Spatial-temporal features HF and HD are
concatenated with optical flow motion features FF m and FD m respectively.
The concatenated features are first passed through an adaptive average pool-
ing layer to decompose channel-wise feature vectors, and then fed into fully
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Fig. 4 The calculation process of channel-wise attention (left) and spatial attention (right).

connected layers to output channel-wise attention weights AF m and AD m.
The refined optical flow motion features from frames and density heatmaps
respectively can be formulated as

F̃F m = AF m × FF m (14)

F̃D m = AD m × FD m (15)

3.5.2 Gating

Gating is applied to merge feature vectors. First, we apply a gating unit to
automatically tune how much the prediction relies on frame branch optical flow
motion feature F̃F m or density heatmap branch optical flow memory feature
F̃D m. The gating feature takes a trade-off between two kinds of optical flow
motion features with a trainable gate weight parameter β, i.e.,

FDF = βF̃D m + (1− β)F̃F m (16)

3.5.3 Spatial Attention

Spatial Attention named S-Att is designed to obtain refined concatenated fea-
ture vectors. The right of Fig. 4 demonstrates a more detailed computation
flow. The yellow block represents the spatial-temporal feature from the frame
or density heatmap sequences, and the green block represents the gating fea-
ture FDF . Aspa is denoted spatial attention weights. F̃fusion is denoted refined
fusion feature. We apply average-pooling and max-pooling operations along
the channel axis and concatenate them to generate an efficient feature vector.
Applying pooling operations along the channel axis is shown to be effective
in highlighting informative regions [51]. On the concatenated feature vector,
we apply a convolution layer to generate a spatial attention map that encodes
where to emphasize or suppress. Spatial-temporal features HF and HD are
concatenated with gating features FDF . Since spatial-temporal features HF

and HD contain the dynamic information from the past to the present of the
input sequences, we adopt HF and HD from the frame and density heatmap
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sequences respectively by skip connection to remain dynamic information. We
concatenate the features from the frame and density heatmap streams, as
shown in Fig 2. The fusion method of direct splicing often introduces redun-
dant information. The features pass through the S-Att module to obtain refined
features. This process can be formulated as

Aspa = S-Att[HF ; F
DF ; HD] (17)

F̃fusion = Aspa × [HF ; F
DF ; HD] (18)

3.6 Density Prediction Decoder

The fusion feature F̃fusion is fed into a decoder named D-ST-Decoder denoted
as DD ST . D-ST-Decoder with stacked ConvTranspose-2D layers is to generate
corresponding future density heatmaps d̂t+1

d̂t+1 = DD ST (F̃fusion) (19)

The module has 6 ConvTranspose-2D layers. The number of filters for 6
ConvTranspose-2D layers from 1 to 6 are 512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 3, respectively.
All of these ConvTranspose-2D layers are applied with appropriate padding
and stride. Since the optical flow motion features can provide the prior of
long-term optical flow context, and spatial-temporal features can provide the
historical dynamic information for the current input, the generated density
heatmap d̂t+1 as a new input to create the further future density heatmap
sequences D̂out = [d̂t+1, ..., d̂t+Tout

].

3.7 Loss function

The loss function is referred to[52] named Huber loss, which is a loss func-
tion used in robust regression, which is less sensitive to outliers in data than
the squared error loss. The predicted and ground truth density heatmaps are
denoted as D̂out = [d̂t+1, ..., d̂t+Tout

] and Dout = [dt+1, ..., dt+Tout
]. We define

the loss function for the MSCDP network with the help of two sub-losses,
referred to as 1) Consistency loss Lc: to rebuff any inconsistency between
D̂out and Dout. 2) Forward-difference flow loss Lf : to maintain the trend of
forwarding density heatmaps flow.

Lc =
∥

∥

∥
D̂out −Dout

∥

∥

∥

huber
(20)

Lf =
∥

∥

∥
∆D̂out −∆Dout

∥

∥

∥

huber
(21)

argmin
θ

L = Lc + Lf (22)

In the above equations, ∆ denotes forward-difference between multiple
time-step. We compute the final loss L as the sum value of the two sub-losses.
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If one step prediction network is training, Lf is removed. where θ is a set of
all trainable parameters in the network. Note our method only takes short-
term frame sequences and short-term density map sequences as inputs at test
processing as shown in Fig. 2. The whole training procedure is described in
Algorithm 1.

The training procedure of MSCDP: Given short-term and long-
term density heatmap sequences Din = Dt−Tin+1:t, Dlong

N = Dt−N+1:t,

and short-term and long-term frame sequences Iin = It−Tin+1:t, I longN =
It−N+1:t. Through iterative training, the parameters of the MSCFP network
are optimized to reach convergence to obtain optimum MSCDP(θ). Firstly
initialize parameters of MSCDP(θ), frame branch memory size M1, and den-
sity heatmap branch memory size M2, then we train iteratively, each iteration
consisting of two-phase: storing and matching.

In storing phase, we use long term frame and density heatmap sequences
to extract spatial-temporal features HF and HD (line 4, Eq. 2 and 3). Then
obtain long-term optical flow features V F LOFC and V D LOFC by optical flow
encoders (line 5, Eq. 4 and 5). And next obtain optical flow motion features
FF m and FD m (line 6, Eq. 10 and 11). Refine optical flow motion features
to obtain F̃F m and F̃D m by channel-wise attention (line 7, Eq. 14 and 15 ).
Then merge two branches’ refined features by gating to obtain FDF (line 8,
Eq. 16). And then obtain refined fusion feature F̃fusion by skipping connection
and spatial attention (line 9, Eq.17 and 18). Then the refined fusion feature
feed into the decoder to obtain prediction density maps D̃Tout

(line 10-12).
Then adjust network’s weights and biases by computing loss (line 13, Eq. 20,
21, 22 ). Last update parameters of MSCDP(θ, M1 and M2) (line 14)

In matching phase, we use short-term frame and density heatmap
sequences to extract spatial-temporal features HF and HD (line 16, Eq.2 and
3). Then obtain short-term optical flow features V F SOFC and V D SOFC by
optical flow matching encoders (line 17, Eq. 12 and 13). And next obtain opti-
cal flow motion features FF m and FD m (line 18, Eq. 10 and 11). Refine
optical flow memory features to obtain F̃F m and F̃D m by channel-wise atten-
tion (line 19, Eq. 14 and 15 ). Then merge two branches refined features by
gating to obtain FDF (line 20, Eq. 16). And then obtain refined fusion fea-
ture F̃fusion by skipping connection and spatial attention (line 21, Eq. 17 and
18). Then the refined fusion feature feed into the decoder to obtain predic-
tion density heatmaps D̃Tout

(line 22-24). Then adjust network’s weights and
biases by computing loss (line 25, Eq. 20, 21, 22 ). Last update parameters of
MSCDP(θ, except M1 and M2) (line 26).

4 Experiment

We conducted experiments on two real-world datasets taken by a fixed surveil-
lance camera in an indoor environment and then compared our proposed
networks with a set of baseline models as well as variants with different com-
ponents. In the following, we first introduce the two datasets, pre-processing
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Algorithm 1 Training Procedure of MSCDP

Require: Short-term and long-term density heatmap sequence Din =
Dt−Tin+1:t, D

long
N = Dt−N+1:t, short-term and long-term frame sequence

Iin = It−Tin+1:t and I longN = It−N+1:t, and learning rate α, where N ≥
Tin + Tout

Ensure: Optimum MSCDP(θ)
1: Initialize parameters of MSCDP(θ), M1 and M2.
2: while each iteration do
3: < Phase 1: Storing >
4: Get HF = EF ST (I

long
N ) and HD = ED ST (D

long
N )

5: Get storing features V F LOFC = EF LOFC(fflow(I
long
N )) and

V D LOFC = ED LOFC(fflow(D
long
N ))

6: Get optical flow context memory features FF m and FD m by LOPCM
7: Get refined optical flow context memory features F̃F m and F̃D m by

C-Att unit
8: Get gating feature FDF = βF̃D m + (1− β)F̃F m

9: Get F̃fusion =S-Att[HF ; F
DF ; HD]

10: while i = 0, 1, ..., Tout do
11: Get D̃Tout

= DD ST (F̃fusion)
12: end while
13: L ←− Lpred(D̃Tout

, DTout
)

14: Update θ(include M1,M2)←− θ − α∇θL
15: < Phase 2: Matching >
16: Get HF = EF ST (Iin) and HD = ED ST (Din)
17: Get matching features V F SOFC = EM F SOFC(fflow(Iin)) and

V D SOFC = EM D SOFC(fflow(Din))
18: Get optical flow context memory features FF m and FD m by LOPCM
19: Get refined optical flow context memory features F̃F m and F̃D m from

short sequence by C-Att unit
20: Get gating feature FDF = βF̃D m + (1− β)F̃F m

21: Get F̃fusion =S-Att[HF ; F
DF ; HD]

22: while i = 0, 1, ..., Tout do
23: Get D̃Tout

= DD ST (F̃fusion)
24: end while
25: L ←− Lpred(D̃Tout

, DTout
)

26: Update θ(except M1,M2)←− θ − α∇θL
27: end while

data, baseline models, evaluation metrics, and implementation settings and
discuss experimental results.

4.1 Datasets

1) GC [34] is a dataset collected from Grand Central Station in New York. The
videos were originally collected by [53], and later the trajectories dataset
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was created by [34]. The dataset is much larger to meet the requirements
of deep learning, it contains both video frames and density heatmaps that
can be converted from trajectory data. It is a crowd surveillance dataset
that is difficult and challenging for vision tasks.

2) Mall [54] dataset was captured using a publicly accessible surveillance cam-
era in a shopping mall. It also covers more diverse crowd densities from
sparse to crowded, as well as different activity patterns (static and moving
crowds) under a larger range of illumination conditions at different times
of the day. The details of the two datasets are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Statistics of crowd datasets

Dataset Mall GC

Number of annotated frames 2000 5000
Resolution 640× 480 1920× 1080
Annotated frame rate [Hz] <2 1.25
Total number of annotated persons 62,325 12,684

4.2 Data Preprocessing

Crowd Density Estimation. We adopt a pretrained network C3 [32] with
ShanghaiTech Part B dataset[55] to estimate the degree of crowdedness per
pixel directly from input video frames. We then render the estimated densities
into RGB heatmaps as one of the inputs of our network.

Optical Flow Extraction. We adopt Lucas–Kanade [56] method to
calculate optical flows from video frames and density heatmaps, respectively.

4.3 Baseline Methods

• ConvLSTM (2015) [57] is a recurrent network that also captures spatial
dependencies within single recurrent unit. It has been widely used to predict
video frames [58] as well as city-wide traffic flows [59].

• SAM (2020) [60] improves ConvLSTM with a self-attention memory and
has achieved high prediction accuracy in predicting videos of human actions
and traffic flows.

• Alert (2020) [18] predicts crowd density from both crowd video frames and
the estimated density heatmaps. It achieves long-term prediction by having
sparsely sampled frames with long time intervals.

• PDFN-ST (2020) [19] predicts crowd density by decomposing the den-
sity heatmap into spatially overlapping patches and learning their latent
representation.

• LMC (2021) [33] introduces the long-term motion context memory with
memory alignment learning. It performs well in predicting video frames of
human actions such as walking and running. We adapt this work to predict
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more complex crowd density with optical flow rather than frame difference
as input in our MSCDP.

To further evaluate whether the key components used in our model are
useful to the studied problem, we also compare the full version of MSCDP
with the following variants.

• MSCDP w/o Fra removes the frame sequence branch, this is to evaluate
whether the frame sequence branch can help extract useful features for crowd
density prediction.

• MSCDP w/o Den removes the density heatmap sequence branch. This is
to evaluate whether density heatmap sequence branch can help extract useful
features for crowd density prediction, and verify the contribution of video
frames and their corresponding density heatmaps to the density heatmap
prediction by comparing with MSCDP w/o Fra.

• MSCDP w/o D m removes the density long-term optical flow context
memory module. This is to evaluate whether the proposed density optical
flow memory module can help store long-term dynamic features and thus
improve the multi-step crowd density prediction.

• MSCDP w/o F m removes the frame long-term optical flow context mem-
ory module. This is to evaluate whether the proposed frame optical flow
memory module can help store long-term dynamic features and thus improve
the prediction performance.

• MSCDP w/o C-Att removes C-Att unit. This is to evaluate whether the
C-Att unit can help refine the density or frame optical flow memory features
from two sequences and thus improve the model performance.

• MSCDP w/o S-Att removes S-Att unit. This is to evaluate whether the
S-Att unit can help refine the concatenated features from two sequences and
thus improve the model performance.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the performance of the prediction methods with Mean Square
Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index
Measure (SSIM) [61], and LPIPS [62]. MSE and PSNR are calculated by
the pixel-wise difference between the ground truth and the predicted density
heatmaps. We also evaluate the performance using SSIM which considers the
structural similarity between ground truth and prediction. We utilize LPIPS
as a perceptual metric, which tends to be similar to the human recognition
system [62]. Higher values are better for PSNR and SSIM while lower values
are better for MSE and LPIPS.

4.5 Implementation and Hyperparameter Settings

Experiments were conducted on a Linux server with one Intel(R) Core(TM)
i9-10940X CPU @ 3.30GHZ and NVIDIA GeForce RTX3090 GPU 24GB card.
We split each of the two datasets into a training set with the first 80%, testing
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sets with trips in the last 10%, and a validation set with the rest. In the
network training, Adam [63] is used for optimizing trainable parameters with
a batch size of 8. The learning rate is set to 0.0002, and the training epoch is
10000. A validation-based early stopping mechanism [64] is applied to avoid
over-fitting by stopping the training process when the MAE of validation does
not decrease in ten successive epochs.

In experiments, we set the short-term length as 9 frames in matching phase
for all the prediction tasks, and the long-term length as 10, 14, and 19 frames
in storing phase for one-step, five-step, and ten-step prediction tasks, respec-
tively. The optical flow memory size M1 = M2 = 50. The parameters of
baseline methods are set based on the original papers. To compare the pre-
diction performance, we also set input sequence length n = 9 in the baseline
methods.

4.6 Experiment Results

We discuss performance of our MSCDP compared with that of baseline tech-
niques as well as MSCDP variants. We also qualitatively discuss prediction
performance by visualizing prediction outcomes.

1) MSCDP versus Baseline Methods. Table 4 and 5 summaries
crowd prediction performances of comparison methods on both GC and Mall
datasets. The best results are highlighted in bold font. We observe that our
MSCDP achieves the best performance among all the methods on both tasks.
ConvLSTM, SAM, PDFN-ST, and LMC showed degraded performances on
both datasets. These results demonstrate that frame sequences can provide
useful dynamic spatial-temporal information for crowd prediction. The inputs
of these four baseline models are only historical density heatmap sequences.
Compared to Alert model, the input sequence has both density heatmap
sequences and frame sequences, the model is only applicable to one-step pre-
diction. And the one-step prediction results illustrate our MSCDP can better
extract crowd flow dynamic information and further realize multi-step predic-
tion. ConvLSTM, SAM and LMC have the ability to extract spatio-temporal
features. With the same configuration, the performance of LMC method is
more prominent.

2) MSCDP versus its variants. To understand how each component in
MSCDP is helpful to the prediction task, we compare MSCDP with its vari-
ants MSCDP w/o Fra, MSCDP w/o Den, MSCDP w/o D m, MSCDP w/o
F m, MSCDP w/o C-Att and MSCDP w/o S-Att. The result is in Table 6.
We can observe that density optical flow memory, frame optical flow mem-
ory, frame sequences, density heatmap sequences, channel-wise attention and
spatial attention are all useful to the model as removing any one of them will
increase the prediction error. In both datasets, the density heatmap sequences
seem more important for density heatmap prediction because the prediction
error increases remarkably when the density heatmap sequences are ignored.
Combining these components achieves the lowest MSE, demonstrating that
all of them are useful to the studied problem. MSCDP w/o Fra and MSCDP
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Table 4 Comparison Between MSCDP and Baseline Methods on GC Dataset

Metric ConvLSTM SAM Alert PDFN-ST LMC MSCDP

MSE 190.864 200.538 184.074 151.504 128.677 98.572
One PSNR 18.916 13.590 20.602 21.536 22.266 24.058
step SSIM 0.783 0.744 0.818 0.832 0.860 0.890

LPIPS 0.213 0.351 0.222 0.299 0.236 0.150

MSE 195.695 275.024 - 158.445 130.490 124.595
Five PSNR 20.375 9.550 - 21.346 22.216 22.414
steps SSIM 0.795 0.550 - 0.833 0.846 0.849

LPIPS 0.271 0.357 - 0.308 0.266 0.213

MSE 204.349 276.660 - 169.978 146.124 141.498
Ten PSNR 20.207 9.570 - 21.074 21.712 21.887
steps SSIM 0.796 0.550 - 0.830 0.842 0.844

LPIPS 0.283 0.358 - 0.309 0.284 0.265

Table 5 Comparison Between MSCDP and Baseline Methods on MALL Dataset

Metric ConvLSTM SAM Alert PDFN-ST LMC MSCDP

MSE 223.741 260.189 184.528 161.472 159.805 146.889
One PSNR 18.979 11.939 20.567 21.186 21.221 21.593
step SSIM 0.821 0.444 0.866 0.852 0.868 0.869

LPIPS 0.222 0.289 0.209 0.332 0.290 0.176

MSE 236.454 279.364 - 191.406 184.900 174.472
Five PSNR 19.507 12.160 - 20.481 20.628 20.876
steps SSIM 0.818 0.439 - 0.847 0.857 0.860

LPIPS 0.251 0.290 - 0.330 0.302 0.223

MSE 242.006 288.102 - 197.810 185.022 176.184
Ten PSNR 19.817 11.974 - 20.832 20.859 20.859
steps SSIM 0.804 0.416 - 0.854 0.861 0.861

LPIPS 0.259 0.292 - 0.340 0.302 0.256

w/o Den further prove that both density heatmap and frame sequences can
extract useful spatio-temporal dynamic information for crowd prediction. The
variants MSCDP w/o D m and MSCDP w/o F m showed degraded perfor-
mances compared to the whole MSCDP. These results illustrate long-term
optical flow context memory w/o LOFCM units are powerful in multi-step
crowd prediction. MSCDP w/o C-Att illustrates C-Att module can refine opti-
cal flow memory features to remove redundant information. MSCDP w/o S-Att
illustrates concatenated features often bring in redundant information, S-Att
module can refine concatenate features to remove redundant information.

4) Visual analysis on prediction results. To further understand pre-
diction quality, we visualize the predicted density maps on one step and five
steps from both GC and Mall datasets.
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Table 6 Comparison Between MSCDP and Variants with Five Steps Prediction

Variants MSE PSNR SSIM LPIPS

MSCDP w/o Den 188.266 20.625 0.838 0.298
MSCDP w/o Fra 128.076 22.281 0.845 0.269
MSCDP w/o D m 131.199 22.199 0.846 0.264

GC MSCDP w/o F m 128.346 22.284 0.846 0.262
MSCDP w/o C-Att 129.490 22.390 0.846 0.274
MSCDP w/o S-Att 130.940 22.179 0.845 0.275

MSCDP 124.595 22.414 0.849 0.213

MSCDP w/o Den 197.742 20.330 0.851 0.296
MSCDP w/o Fra 202.079 20.241 0.844 0.311
MSCDP w/o D m 203.203 20.240 0.846 0.307

MALL MSCDP w/o F m 204.819 20.204 0.846 0.307
MSCDP w/o C-Att 174.916 20.873 0.860 0.299
MSCDP w/o S-Att 175.401 20.866 0.853 0.305

MSCDP 174.472 20.876 0.860 0.223

Fig. 5 Qualitative results with given 9 steps historical sequences on the GC (first three-
row) and Mall (second three-row) datasets. The result is a future one-step density map.
MSCDP is our model and others are baselines from recent years. The first column is the
true value, and the next six columns represent experimental results for different models.

One-step prediction. Fig. 5 visualizes prediction results of the GC dataset
(first three rows) and the Mall dataset (the second three rows). By comparing
the highest density of ground truth to predictions of MSCDP and baseline
models, we can see MSCDP model can better predict the location and peak of
the highest density crowd, however, the peak prediction of the baseline models
is not as good as ours. For low-density crowds, the predictions of baseline
models are inaccurate but MSCDP still predicted accurately (see top right
corner of the first row maps in Fig. 5).
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Five-step prediction. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 visualize five-step prediction results,
in which, the first row is the ground truth density heatmap on the future time
step, the second row is what our model predicts and the third to sixth rows
show the predicted results of the baseline models. The results show that our
method can better predict the location and peak of high-density crowds. We
can observe that a high-density crowd appears in the upper left area from
T = 1 to T = 5 (ground truth row in Fig. 7), and our MSCDP clearly and
accurately predicted the location and peak of high-density crowds. Although
the baseline methods are able to predict the location of these crowds but fail to
predict the peak density values accurately. We also observe that a pedestrian
appears in the upper right corner at time T = 4 (ground truth row in Fig. 6).
Although our method does not predict this pedestrian at T = 4, we predict
it at T = 5. However, all other methods fail to predict the appearance of this
pedestrian.

Fig. 6 Crowd density prediction visualizations on the GC dataset. Each row is predicted
density heatmaps in five-time steps of different methods, except the first row visualizes
ground truth.

4) Impact of the parameters. In our MSCDP model, there are two
important hyperparameters M1 and M2, which represent the size of storage
space for long-term optical flow patterns. We set them equal because of the
symmetry of the input data. M1 and M2 are of great significance for multi-
step prediction tasks. The experimental results of quantitative analysis are
shown in Fig. 8. and Fig. 9. We can see that with the increase of M1 and
M2 parameters, the four indicators are improved, but too large M1 and M2
cannot continue to improve the four indicators. This demonstrates that too
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Fig. 7 Crowd density prediction visualizations on the Mall dataset. Each row is predicted
density heatmaps in five-time steps of different methods, except the first row visualizes
ground truth.

Fig. 8 The influence of M1 and M2 on GC.

Fig. 9 The influence of M1 and M2 on MALL.

small M1 and M2 are not enough to store the common long-term optical flow
patterns, and too large M1 and M2 may not be able to effectively capture the
long-term pattern and fail to improve the prediction accuracy.
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5 Conclusion

We propose a Multi-Step Crowd Density Predictor (MSCDP) to predict crowd
density distribution in future multiple-time steps. MSCDP takes that both
video frames and their corresponding density heatmaps as input, and encodes
them with 3D convolution networks and a long-term optical flow context
memory (LOFCM) module to capture motion dynamics in both long-term
and short-term from their optical flows. Gating mechanism fuses two-stream
features and spatial attention module refines concatenated features. Evalua-
tion results have shown our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art
crowd density prediction techniques on two real world datasets. Our work can
be further improved by 1) modeling social interaction of each crowd and 2)
introducing inflow and outflow of the indoor environment.
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